Smart Ways to Enhance Client Relationships Via
Technology

Like other businesses, relationships are at the core of the legal
profession. Clients expect attorneys to be able to draft documents,
write briefs, argue motions and manage legal transactions.
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Like other businesses, relationships are at the core of the legal profession. Clients expect attorneys to be
able to draft documents, write briefs, argue motions and manage legal transactions. While these skills are
necessary, today’s legal profession also requires attorneys (especially more junior attorneys) to forge lasting
relationships with clients. In other words, clients are people too and it’s important to build and sustain both
professional and personal relationships with them even when you are not representing them in an active
litigation or transaction.
Ideally, attorneys would find time to meet face-to-face with clients regularly but work, family and
scheduling conflicts often prevent repeated face-to-face interaction. As such, attorneys should consider
turning to technology to fill some of the gap. Used strategically, technology can amplify your business
development potential and show your clients that you are thinking about them and understand their
business needs. A word to the wise though: be strategic but don’t be creepy! Figure out if a client wants to
communicate—or perhaps wants to be left alone—and how the client wants to communicate.
Let’s review a few ways you can leverage technology to enhance your client relationships.
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Email and Outlook reminders—Use email or Outlook calendar entries to remind you to call a client or
send them a short email, especially clients with whom you have not communicated in a while. This is
especially important when you are not actively representing the client in litigation or a transaction. Clients
get hundreds of emails a day; an email that simply says “hello” or “hope all is well” and does not ask for
anything is usually welcome and keeps your name in front of them. Indeed, these kinds of emails often
remind a client that they have something on their desk that they need your help with.
Google alerts—Clients expect their attorneys to know their business. Google alerts can make that happen.
Google alerts allow you to receive notifications regarding information or articles about a client. For example,
a Google alert will send you links to articles about your client’s merger or acquisition. In turn, you can use
this information to send the client a quick email or make a short call to congratulate them. Further, staying
up-to-date on the client and its business will make you appear more like a partner and trusted adviser rather
than merely a service provider who handles its legal work. Asking questions like “Will the company’s recent
sale of its insurance division impact how we want to litigate this case?” shows the client you understand its
business and that litigation and transactions are necessarily interconnected with, affect and impact other
aspects of its business.
Videoconferencing—Conference calls are expedient, but sometimes a videoconference is more personal
and perhaps even necessary. Face-to-face interaction with a client, even if it is by videoconference or Skype,
can help you better understand the client and establish a more meaningful connection. There is no
substitute for seeing a client’s facial expression or reaction to a litigation strategy or a smile when you tell
them that a deal officially closed. You can’t get that immediate feedback on a conference call!
Thoughtful video notes—Many attorneys send clients articles relevant to their business, but sending
videos can be even more meaningful, not to mention a welcome break for the client from reading emails,
articles, and documents. Sending a news video that relates to the client’s business is a great way to show the
client you are thinking about them and their problems and issues. Extra credit for sending a client a video
that establishes or strengthens a personal connection. For example, if you and the client both like soccer,
you could send them a video of an incredible goal that happened in the match the evening before. Be
selective; don’t force these kinds of personal connections, but if they exist, utilize them and don’t be afraid
to foster that connection. Again, clients are people just like you!
In sum, clients, like most people, like to work with people they have a connection with and who understand
the problems that the client or its industry faces. In-person interaction is ideal if you can do it, but it’s not
always possible, so attorneys should use technology to fill the void. Do not discount the value of calling or
emailing a client to say “hello” or sending them a video about their business or a mutual interest. These
connections are invaluable as they will help you forge connections with your clients that go deeper than just
the day-to-day legal matters on which you work.
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